OFFICE OF THE ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE (TAP)
MEGHALAYA :: SHILLONG
PRESS RELEASE
Dated Shillong the 3rd December 2012
Public, media, candidates, NGOs are requested to use email already indicated to voice their queries
and complaints as well as suggestions without any reservation. The board will react promptly to such
queries, complaints and suggestions either by itself or by the company running the race technology etc. The
emails to which such queries, complaints and suggestions can be sent are bishondro@gmail.com and
centralrecruitmentboard@gmail.com. In fact the board has been able to clear the doubts of many candidates
by responding to their email queries with the inputs from the company.
We value your points and hence we request the media, public, candidates and NGOs to keep your
ears and eyes open and bring to our notice any fraud or dalals or illegal transactions or criminal activity or if
you have any good suggestions in connection with the recruitment process.
However the board feels that there is no point to sensationalise issues which could be explained by
the company running the recruitment technology. The company will explain to the complainants through the
Central Recruitment Board through emails or media. Further the public at large and media and candidates
are fully aware that the performance of each race group is printed there and then by the company as soon as
that race completes and shown to the candidates and at the evening the performance is uploaded faithfully
into the Meghalaya police website. In the interest of the fairness of the recruitment we have also not allowed
any unauthorised mobile use by any of the company staff or police personnel near the actual test computers
and machines except those who are authorised.
However any complicated issues will be further analysed by the higher levels of the company and the
complainants will be duly informed when the analysis is made available to the board.
The mandate of the board is to ensure that there is no manipulation by anyone over the marks
obtained as calculated automatically by the software of the company. Its other mandate is also to ensure that
no pressure is put by anyone on the staff of the company running the RFID technology etc and that free and
fair conduct of the race etc are ran by the company.
The board has also clearly indicated in earlier press release that more checks have been put in place
to ensure that no disqualified candidate either on grounds of age, height, qualification and Race (PET) could
use muscle power to enter the next stage or by trickery. Hence scrutiny in respect of documents pertaining to
age, qualification and height measurement will continue even at the next stage i.e. Written test and
Interviews which will be held in Jan 2013.
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